We present Nitro, a high-performance in-memory key-value storage engine used in Couchbase 4.5 Global Secondary Indexes. The Nitro storage engine is well suited for the recent hardware trends like large amounts of memory and many CPU cores. The storage engine leverages latch-free data structures and tries to achieve linear scalability for the index read-write operations. The Nitro storage engine offers concurrent readers and writers, lightweight database snapshots, stable scan, backup and recovery operations.
INTRODUCTION
The digital economy businesses are growing rapidly and they generate a huge volume of documents every day. High performance databases are required to serve the needs of such massive OLTP applications. Databases depend on secondary indexes to reduce access times to lookup or query a subset of documents from a large collection of documents. Disk-oriented index structures such as B+Tree variants are most commonly used for implementing indexes. However, it is now feasible to obtain commodity hardware with sufficient capacities of DRAM and fit indexes entirely in main memory for many use cases. Modern databases are moving towards this trend [2, 20, 4] .
The disk oriented storage engines were traditionally designed for optimizing disk block access as they expect disk access as the performance bottleneck. B+Tree [6] indexes are not effective for highly concurrent workloads. If a thread is trying to modify an intermediate node, it has to hold a latch to prevent other threads from traversing the subtree of that node to guarantee correctness. The data structures used for page management such as buffer managers heavily use latches and often becomes a limiting factor for the parallelism [19] . These limitations make it difficult to achieve linear scaling for single index performance.
In this paper, we present Nitro, an in-memory storage engine designed for utilizing multi-core CPUs and large DRAM capacities. Nitro leverages lock-free data structures and tries to achieve linear throughput scaling for index operations. Nitro offers concurrent readers and writers, stable index scan cursor, fast and cheap database snapshots, fast backup and recovery.
Couchbase is a scale-out NoSQL distributed database [2] . Couchbase Global Secondary Indexes (GSI) can be partitioned independently from the primary database and can be placed on a separate set of nodes. Hence, a single index on a node needs to process document updates from many other database nodes. This demands a high-performance index storage engine which can scale the single index performance with the available CPU cores. We designed Nitro to meet our requirements for the scale-out global secondary indexes.
On the topic of record stores optimized for main memory and multicore systems, several key ideas can be traced back to general latch-free index implementation scheme OLFIT for linearly scalable index presented by Cha et al [18] . It was further adopted by P*TIME [5] and its transactional variant SAP HANA [9] . Similar Optimistic Concurrency Control has been used in BWTree [8] by Microsoft Hekaton [7] . Masstree [14] presented a highly concurrent and performing in-memory tree for multicores followed by a transactional variant SILO [10] . Variants of MVCC techniques were applied for transactional properties.
In our work on Nitro, we build a storage engine based on a lock-free skiplist inspired by techniques proposed by Sundell and Tsigas [21] . The key contributions of Nitro are new protocols for safe concurrent garbage collection, non-intrusive backup, and fast concurrent recovery that take advantage of MVCC, and optimizations for lookup data structure and storage in the Global Secondary Indexes Engine leading to a unique implementation of a highly concurrent in-memory centralized secondary index integrated with MVCC. This paper is organized into two parts. The first part of the paper outlines the design of Nitro storage engine and Nitro performance. The second part of the paper explores Couchbase Memory Optimized Indexes (MOI) design using Nitro storage engine and its performance.
Nitro storage engine uses the lock-free skiplist as the core index data structure. Simplicity, scalable performance and predictable memory consumption make it our choice for inmemory indexes. Nitro storage engine has the following components:
MVCC Layer: We build the necessary features for the storage engine by implementing a multi-version concurrency control (MVCC) layer on top of the lock-free skiplist. The MVCC model leverages immutability and every item update operation creates a new version of the item instead of updating in-place.
Garbage Collector: As the versions of the items become unused, they become stale and needs to be removed. We implement a high-performance concurrent garbage collector for collecting stale items.
Snapshot manager: Nitro implements database snapshots using the MVCC model. Snapshots can be used for performing stable index scans.
Recovery manager: Durability is required for the storage engine to recover from crashes. Nitro offers concurrent backup and restore.
LOCK-FREE SKIPLIST OVERVIEW

Figure 1: Skiplist
Skiplist is a probabilistic balanced ordered search data structure [17] . We could describe skiplist as a group of sorted singly linked lists arranged in levels to facilitate the binary search. The lowest level (level 0) is a singly linked list of nodes that hold data. The upper levels of the skiplist work as the index into the lower levels. Each level in the skiplist has approximately n/f nodes, where n is the number nodes in the next lower level. The fanout factor, f determines the multiplication factor of index nodes in the skiplist. This constant factor can be tuned for allowing the tradeoff between memory and CPU usage. Each node in the skiplist has a level which is assigned probabilistically. For a level 3 skiplist node, there will be three forward node pointers. Theoretically, skiplists consume only 1.33 forward pointers per node.
Skiplist supports operations for insert, lookup, and delete with an average case complexity of O(log(n)). Skiplist lookup algorithm is similar to the binary search on a sorted array. For example, to find a node with key 4 from the Skiplist in the Figure 1 , the search starts from the level 4 (top level) head node and checks if the node pointed by the forward pointer has a key less than 4. If so, move to the next node on the same level. Repeat until a node with a key greater than or equal to key 4 is found. When a node with a greater or equal key is encountered (key 5 in this example), search level is decremented by 1. This is repeated until level 0 is reached. A sequential search is performed in the level 0 linked list. In this example, level 0 is reached with a node with key 3. The next node in the level 0 is the node with key 4. The lookup algorithm can be extended to implement insert and delete.
The skiplist operations can be modified by proper usage of atomic instructions to make them thread-safe and avoid any usage of locks for synchronization. The techniques for implementing Insert and Delete operations for lock-free skiplist are discussed by Sundell and Tsigas [21] and a simplified variant in book, The Art of Multiprocessor Programming [12] . The lock-free insert and delete operations on the skiplist involve two phases. The first phase for the insert involves adding the new node into the level 0 (data level) linked list. During the second phase, the new node is linked to all the upper levels (index levels) linked lists. Similarly, the first phase of delete involves unlinking the node from all the upper levels (index levels) and during second phase node is unlinked from level 0 (data level). The first and second phase do not require any synchronization. This is an important property of skiplist that facilitates easier implementation of lock-free operations.
The lock-free operations for skiplist are implemented on the basis of lock-free linked list algorithms [22] . The atomic CompareAndSwap (CAS) operation is used to make sure that no two threads modify the same next node pointer. If multiple threads are trying to update the same next pointer, only one thread succeeds and others fail. Failed threads have to restart the operation by restarting the algorithm.
Figure 2: Lockfree list insert/delete operations
The example in Figure 2 illustrates lock-free insert and delete algorithms for a linked list. The insertion into a linked list is straightforward using CAS. But the delete operation is more involved when multiple threads operate concurrently. Let us consider a case with two threads A and B operating concurrently. Thread A is trying to delete node 4 by performing a CAS on the next pointer of the node 1. Thread B is trying to insert a node 6 between node 4 and node 8. It is possible that both Thread A and Thread B succeeds their operations since the two threads are performing CAS on two different pointers belonging to different nodes. The insertion operation of node 6 can succeed while its predecessor node has been removed. Even though the insert operation for node 6 has succeeded, it will not appear in the skiplist leading to incorrectness.
When the insert for node 6 is processed by updating the predecessor and the predecessor node is currently being deleted, the operation should fail in order to ensure correctness. A two-step delete approach can be used to perform the safe delete by adding an atomically markable flag to the pointer. First, the next pointer of the node that needs to be deleted is atomically marked as deleted. In the second step, the next pointer of the predecessor node is atomically swapped with a pointer to the next node. An insert operation on the node being deleted would fail since the predecessor node's next pointer is marked as deleted. This mark flag demands additional flag to be compared atomically during CAS operation. That is, a pair of pointer and flag needs to be compared using a DoubleCAS operation. We used a different approach to achieve DoubleCAS without any hardware support. Instead of next pointers, we defined a new object type for pointer next reference. The reference object holds two values, a node pointer and a isdeleted mark flag. Instead of doing CompareAndSwap on the node pointer, we perform CompareAndSwap on a pointer to this next reference object. Thus, every time the reference object is swapped, two values are atomically swapped. For a nongarbage collected language, other approaches such as tagged pointers can be used. The least 48 bits of the 64-bit virtual addresses are only used in practice. The MSB bit of the 64-bit pointer address can be used to indicate isdeleted flag. This tagging method can avoid the extra memory overhead of pointer reference object.
In addition to the insert, delete and lookup operations, we required the ability to do skiplist iterations for range queries. We implemented capability for lock-free skiplist iteration. To traverse a range of nodes in the skiplist, the start node is located using lookup operation. The subsequent seek to the next nodes are performed by atomically loading next node pointer. If the next pointer has its isdeleted flag marked, the iterator has to stop and refresh the next pointer by doing a lookup to the current item and continue. Iterator also implements co-operative delete of nodes if it encounters a node with next pointer marked as deleted.
NITRO MVCC DESIGN
The multi-version concurrency control system is the core of Nitro. We implement multi-version concurrency control as a layer on top of the lock-free skiplist. The MVCC system provides the transactional properties for the lock-free skiplist.
We designed MVCC layer to provide following features: Immutable snapshots: Concurrent writers add or remove items into the skiplist. A snapshot of the current items can be created to provide a point-in-time view of the skiplist. This is useful for providing repeatable stable scans. Users can create and manage multiple snapshots. If an application requires atomicity for a batch of skiplist operations, it can apply a batch of operations and create a new snapshot. Changes would be invisible until a new snapshot is created.
Fast and low overhead snapshots: Readers of the skiplist use a snapshot handle to perform all lookup and range queries. An indexer application typically requires many snapshots to be created every second for servicing index queries. So the overhead of creating and maintaining a snapshot should be minimal for servicing the high rate of snapshot generation. Nitro snapshots are very cheap and is an O(1) operation.
Avoid phantom reads: A query operation using a snapshot will always return the same results. Items being removed or added will not be visible to the query. A query operation using a snapshot is repeatable.
Memory efficiency: Disk oriented data structures such as append only copy-on-write B+Tree process updates in the unit of disk page sizes [13] . This approach introduces significant storage overhead per item. For a single entry update, the entire residing page needs to be copied. Nitro allocates the only exact amount of space required to hold an item. This is also important for predictable capacity planning.
Fast and scalable garbage collection: For a system that generates hundred immutable snapshots per second, there could be a hundred snapshots becoming unused every second. MVCC Garbage collector should be efficient enough to keep up with higher rates of garbage generation. Nitro garbage collector is concurrent and scales with the number of concurrent writers used by the system.
Structural modifications
In this section, we describe how multi-version based Insert, Delete, CreateSnapshot, DeleteSnapshot functionalities are implemented.
Once an item is added into the MVCC skiplist, it becomes immutable. If an item needs to be updated, the previous node for the item is marked as deleted and a new node is inserted. Thus, multiple versions of the same item key can exist in the MVCC skiplist. If two versions of the same key exist, the latest version is considered as a higher value than the previous version according to the Nitro's skiplist sort order. For implementing the MVCC system, we add a metadata attribute to every node in the skiplist. We call this node metadata, lifetime. Lifetime is denoted using a tuple (bornSn, deadSn). We call it born snapshot number and dead snapshot number. The storage engine maintains a current snapshot number, termSn for the database. The termSn is incremented during every snapshot create operation. These three primitives are used to implement all the MVCC operations.
Figure 3: Snapshotting based on versions of items
The storage engine initially starts with termSn=1. When a node is inserted into the skiplist, the bornSn of the node is set to the current snapshot number, termSn and deadSn to 0. The zero value of the deadSn denotes that the node is never marked as dead. The skiplist uses a key comparator that additionally considers the bornSn for determining the sort order. If there are two items in the skiplist with same key, it will consider bornSn to decide the sort order. When an item needs to be deleted, a skiplist lookup is performed and sets deadSn as the current termSn for the node to be deleted. The node is not immediately removed from the skiplist. Unlinking of the node is performed by the garbage collector as it becomes unused by all the consumers in the system. The bornSn and deadSn are immutable once they are set. Given a termSn, we can easily answer the question whether an item is valid with respect to a termSn by looking at the bornSn and deadSn.
An immutable snapshot is created by atomically incrementing the global termSn by 1. Creating a snapshot is an O(1) operation and hence very inexpensive. A snapshot descriptor representing the snapshot is allocated as part of snapshot creation. Snapshot descriptor manages reference counting for the snapshot accessors. Consumers of the immutable snapshot (e.g., index application scan requests), increments the reference count of the snapshot and decrements the reference count once it has finished using the snapshot. Once the reference count for a snapshot becomes zero, the snapshot is eligible for deletion and the garbage collector can be notified to remove the dead nodes from the snapshot. The memory consumption for maintaining a snapshot is minimal. Memory required for maintaining a snapshot is equal to the number of items in a snapshot and few bytes of snapshot metadata. This makes the Nitro MVCC system a good fit for an in-memory index use case.
Items belonging to different snapshots co-exist in the same skiplist ordered by (key, bornSn). As an optimization, if bornSn and deadSn are same as the current termSn, we immediately unlink the node from the skiplist rather than waiting for the garbage collector as the item is invisible until an immutable snapshot is created. The Figure 3 shows level 0 nodes of the lock-free linked list in the sorted order. Each node has an MVCC lifetime metadata attached to it.
Snapshot Iteration
The MVCC skiplist snapshot iterator is built on top of the lock-free skiplist iterator. The MVCC snapshot iterator is aware of the bornSn and deadSn lifetime metadata of the skiplist nodes. A snapshot iterator is created from a snapshot descriptor. An iterator initialization operation increments the snapshot reference count to prevent the snapshot from getting garbage collected while iteration operation is in progress. An iterator is associated with the snapshot number (termSn) obtained from the snapshot descriptor. Iterator implements SeekFirst(), Seek(), Next(), Valid() APIs. When Next() is called, it obtains the next node in the skiplist and evaluates whether the items are visible with respect to the iterator termSn. The iterator will filter all the items in the skiplist with bornSn > termSn and deadSn ≥ termSn. Even though many versions of the items are visited during the lock-free skiplist iteration, the MVCC skiplist iterator returns only the necessary items which are alive with respect to the snapshot termSn. The complexity of item lookup in the skiplist is O(log(n)). Every subsequent sequential seek to the next item has an amortized complexity of O(1). The MVCC skiplist snapshot iterator can be used to implement operations such as key lookup and range queries.
The Figure 4 illustrates the visibility of items in the skiplist for different iterators assigned with Sn=1, Sn=2, and Sn=3. An iterator with Sn=1 will only observe items V=10 and V=12. Since others were born after the termSn=1, they are hidden by the iterator.
An iterator with Sn=2 will observe nodes with V=10, V=11, V=12 and V=100. An iterator with Sn=3 will not observe items with V=12 and V=101 as they are marked as dead during termSn=3. 
Comparison with Copy-On-Write B+Tree
Disk-oriented storage systems like CouchDB [13] , Btrfs [16] use append-only Copy-On-Write (COW) B+tree as the core data structure for storage. They inherently support multi-versioning and snapshotting. We evaluated this approach while designing our in-memory storage engine. Copyon-write append only B+Tree operates in the chunks of pages and it requires periodic compaction operations to remove stale blocks and keep the storage used under control. Typically, they assume that 2x storage is available. Memory is a limited resource and we wanted to reduce memory usage as much as possible.
The concurrent structural modification operations on a B+Tree requires serialization of access to the B+Tree pages and it is very difficult to achieve parallelism. Coarse-grained data access in B+Tree may require many latches for concurrent operation implementation. Scaling with many cores with B+Tree is a difficult problem.
Figure 5: Copy-on-write B+Tree snapshot
Copy-On-Write append only B+Trees have very high storage requirement for keeping multiple snapshots alive as the data is only stored in leaf nodes and they have intermediate nodes. Any modification operation of an item has to touch at least a page block. A single item insert may require copying of logB(n) pages. As shown in the diagram, if an item is modified or added into KV3, it has to copy a leaf node (KV3), an intermediate node (KP2) and root node (Root). This is extremely inefficient for an in-memory system.
It is a common technique to amortize the storage requirement by accumulating insert and delete operations in a batch and perform a bulk update. This may cause the commit operation to stall for a long time. In an application where hundreds of snapshots are generated per second, we expect few dozens of live snapshots at any point in time and efficiency of creating snapshots is the key to throughput, latency, and predictability of the system. These characteristics are not acceptable in a write-heavy in-memory storage system which needs to scale with a number of cores.
GARBAGE COLLECTION
In an MVCC system, a high-performance garbage collector is required for the cleaning stale objects and to keep the memory usage under control. A write-heavy application can create hundreds of snapshots per second. The applications manage the snapshots being used by incrementing the reference count of the snapshot descriptor. When the application decides that a snapshot is no longer required, it decrements the reference count. When a snapshot's reference count becomes zero, the dead items or deleted items in that snapshot are eligible for unlinking from the skiplist.
During each snapshot term, items are getting inserted and few other items are getting marked as deleted. A skiplist node is qualified for garbage collection if nobody is interested in reading from snapshots with termSn less than the deadSn of the node. As you know that nodes in the skiplist are immutable, every update results in marking an old node as deleted and the addition of a new node. This can generate multiple versions of the same item in the skiplist. The Nitro delete operation succeeds by logically deleting an item by setting deadSn field in the skiplist node. Keeping many logically deleted nodes in the skiplist for longer duration can cause performance degradation. They hold up additional memory and increase the memory footprint of the system. All the items are linked in level 0 linked list of the skiplist. If there are many deleted items in the list, an iterator traversing the skiplist may have to unnecessarily go through many stale nodes and skip them. The cost of sequential seeks can exceed O(1).
Whenever a snapshot's reference count becomes zero, it is not sufficient to trigger garbage collection of that snapshot. Each snapshot Sn(x), is dependent on the snapshot Sn(x-1). Consider an example of termSn=1 where itemX and itemY were inserted. In a snapshot with termSn=2, itemX was deleted. Assume that snapshot with termSn=1 is currently being used by an application. But the snapshot with termSn=2 is unused and its reference count becomes zero. If we decide to remove items which are marked as deleted in termSn=2, we would end up removing itemX. But the termSn=1 is being used an application and it may notice missing of itemX while performing a range query or iteration. This will break the scan stability property offered by the Nitro snapshots. Garbage collection of snapshots can only be performed in the sequential order of the snapshot termSn. This condition has to be met before garbage collecting a snapshot.
A simple approach for implementing garbage collection is to dedicate a thread that traverses the entire skiplist and performs removal of the nodes from the skiplist. Periodically the least unreferenced termSn can be determined and collector thread can remove the nodes with deadSn ≤ least unused termSn. But, the single thread approach is not scalable. Depending on the workload, may be only a few percent of the skiplist items are being modified while other items remain the same. Scanning the entire skiplist for finding the small percent of dead nodes is inefficient. The storage engine supports many concurrent writers in the lock-free skiplist. Each writer can delete items from skiplist independently. A single thread for garbage collection can never keep up with the rate of garbage generated by the multiple writers. We need garbage collection workers equal to the number of writer workers.
Nitro supports concurrent writers for inserting or removing items in the skiplist. Each writer maintains a deadList data structure to help the garbage collector. Whenever a node is marked as deleted by a Nitro writer, the marked node is added into the deadList. Thus, each writer has a list of skiplist nodes marked as deleted. Whenever the application invokes CreateSnapshot() API, it collects the local lists from each of the writers and stitches them together. This global list has reference to all the skiplist nodes which are marked as deleted during the snapshot period. This deadList is attached to the snapshot descriptor. As part of a snapshot garbage collection, garbage collection workers uses this deadList of a snapshot to perform physical node removal from the skiplist.
BACKUP AND RECOVERY
The durability of data is important for any storage system. As Nitro keeps all data in memory, backing up data on disk enables it to recover from crashes or application restarts using local data. Nitro is optimized for indexes disjoint from main document store and assumes indexes can be rebuilt from older persisted snapshots. Nitro supports creating a backup on disk from a given snapshot. If an application can create a snapshot periodically at consistent checkpoints, they can be used for creating backups on disk. The recovery mechanism reads the backup files and reconstructs the immutable snapshot. We have designed Nitro backup and recovery to be concurrent and scalable with the available CPU cores.
Backing up snapshot to Disk
A disk backup can be created from a Nitro snapshot. A Nitro backup is the dump of items in a snapshot to a set of files. The idea is to traverse level 0 linked list of the lock-free skiplist and write out the entries into data files. During this traversal, all the entries not belonging to the given snapshot are ignored. A simple binary data file format with a length prefix for the item is used for backup files. We do not store any node lifetime metadata in the backup files as they can be recreated during recovery. As the items in the level 0 linked list of the skiplist are sort ordered, the data written on the disk is also ordered in nature. The disk space requirement for the snapshot file is exactly equal to the total size of items and an additional two bytes per item for storing item length. This simple format can also make the best use of data compression. Since the items are sort ordered, compression algorithms can reduce the size of backup files significantly. Compression will require additional CPU cycles to be spent. But, a fast data compression library such as snappy can be used for reducing the storage required for the backups. Backup involves sequential writes to the disk, which is known to be beneficial for both Hard Disk (HDD) and Solid State Devices (SSD).
A backup task is started by incrementing the reference count for the snapshot descriptor and the reference count is decremented once the backup task has finished. This is to prevent the snapshot from being garbage collected during the backup traversal. The downside of the backup process is that it can eventually halt the garbage collector until the backup task is finished.
Linked lists are cache unfriendly due to poor spatial locality. Traversing the level 0 linked list can be time-consuming for a large skiplist. During the backup period, memory usage can increase due to pausing of the garbage collector in order to prevent nodes from getting garbage collected. We implemented a concurrent visitor for the lock-free skiplist. The visitor is able to run worker threads equal to the number of cores. If there are a number of skiplist instances in the system, we assign workers proportional to the number of items in each skiplist. If a skiplist has n items and k workers, each worker has to scan approximately n/k items. This is only possible if each worker is provided with start node of n/kth segments in the skiplist. Reaching n/k(i) th element in the skiplist requires traversing O(n) items and it is impractical. We used a different approach to approximately determine n/k(i) nodes. Since we have used fanout factor for the skiplist as 4, every level in the skiplist has approximately n/4 nodes, where n is the number of nodes in the next lower level. If there are four nodes at level 3, that means each of them approximately divides the skiplist into four segments. We maintain a skiplist statistics about the number of nodes in each level. Based on this information, we can find out the level with at least k nodes. This statistics can be used to split the level 0 list into k range partitions. These range partition information is used to locate start and end nodes for each of the workers. We also shard the data files for the backups based on these range partitions which helps to utilize parallel channels found on modern SSDs. Sharded files also facilitate to apply parallel rebuild algorithms during recovery. As the disk writes are efficient when large blocks are used, backup flusher workers accumulate records in larger chunks for each batch of write.
Recovering from Disk Backup
During index recovery, we spawn concurrent worker threads equal to the number of backup shard files. Each worker associated with a backup shard file performs restore operation for the items from its file. The simple approach for rebuilding the skiplist is to concurrently perform skiplist insert operation for the items read from each file. This approach is inefficient since the concurrent writers may observe CompareAndSwap conflicts and need to repeat the insert operation by spending many CPU cycles. Disk-oriented databases with B+Tree as underlying data structure commonly uses bulk loading technique to build an efficient B+Tree bottomup from a large set of sorted items. We use a similar approach for recovering Nitro from backup.
As the backup shard files are partitioned by sort ordered ranges, they are well suited for reconstructing the skiplist using the concurrent bottom-up build technique. The idea of the skiplist bottom-up build is to construct the sorted level 0 singly linked list and simultaneously add higher levels of linked lists in the skiplist. During the addition of each item, the level of that node is determined probabilistically. A temporary level buffer array, Buf[MaxLevel] is used to store previous node pointers in each level. Initially node pointers for all levels are set to nil in Buf. When a node at level x is added, Buf array indexes 0 to x-1 are updated with a pointer to the current node. The next pointers of the previous nodes stored by Buf array indexes 0 to x-1 are set to the new node. Entire skiplist can be build at a complexity of O(n).
Let us walk through an example of how we could build the skiplist in the Figure 1 . Buf[0-3] is set to nil. Now, a node 1 with probabilistically determined level 4 needs to be added. Buf [0] [1] [2] [3] [0] [1] [2] [3] [4] are set to node 3, i.e., second and third level next pointer of node 1 points to node 3 and the zero and first level next pointers of node 2 points to node 3. Similarly, the entire skiplist can be build.
The skiplist bottom-up build algorithm can be concurrently executed by having each worker thread that builds skiplist segment for a shard file. Once all the workers have finished building skiplist segments, all the segments can be stitched together to form the global skiplist. Shard files are named appropriately to keep the sort order by its minimum item key. Next pointers of the tail nodes from each skiplist segment can be set to point to the head nodes of next skiplist segment as per the shard file order. Once the build is complete, a new snapshot descriptor representing the restored snapshot is created. In this method, the skiplist segment builds can proceed without any synchronization and scales linearly with the number of cores.
Non-intrusive backup
The regular backup algorithm has the disadvantage that it needs to hold the snapshot to prevent it from getting garbage collected until the backup is complete. This would eventually halt garbage collection happening during the backup if it takes longer to complete. The non-intrusive backup facilitates to perform the backup operation without halting the garbage collection operation and it can operate in the background without increasing the memory usage.
When a backup operation is in-progress, items in the backup snapshot may get marked as deleted due to the latest modifications happening in the skiplist. When the garbage collection runs, it unlinks those items from the skiplist if the snapshot refcount is 0 and the backup task may miss items from the snapshot. However, the backup task will never observe any new items outside of the snapshot. The key idea of the non-intrusive backup is to collect the possible missing items in the backup with the help of garbage collector to reconstruct the backup snapshot. The items in the backup snapshot would be the union of partial snapshot items observed by the backup task and the items which were removed by the garbage collector. The delta of deleted items can be obtained from the garbage collector workers since they are responsible for physical removal of nodes from the skiplist.
When a backup task is started, it sets the state to INIT and notifies garbage collection workers that it is going to start backup on snapshot termSn. Garbage collection workers acknowledge the notification, copies termSn to its local config and initializes per-worker delta backup files. Backup task moves to ACTIVE state and initializes concurrent flushers for writing delta files. During ACTIVE state, garbage collection workers check if a node belongs to the backup termSn by comparing bornSn and deadSn before performing unlink from the skiplist and eligible items are written into the corresponding delta data file. Once the main backup task finishes scanning the skiplist, it moves to TERMINAT-ING state and waits for garbage collector workers to acknowledge. Garbage collection workers close the delta file, clears the backup termSn and backup task finishes its operation. Now we have two set of data files. The first set of files containing unique sort ordered items written by backup task and the second set of files containing the set of items possibly missed by the main backup task. Delta files may contain duplicate items which could be present in main data files. This method of backup is non-intrusive as the Nitro garbage collector can operate without pausing. Delta file writers use append-only write pattern which is efficient for SSDs and disks.
During the recovery, the snapshot restore task needs to process these delta files. Recovery happens in two phases. The first phase involves concurrent bottom-up skiplist rebuild from the main backup files. During the second phase, concurrent delta restore worker threads equal to the number of delta files are started. Each worker reads items from the delta file sequentially and performs insertion into the skiplist. The delta insert operations can fail if the same items exist in the skiplist as they were restored from the main backup files during the first phase.
The tradeoff for this method is that the delta files can contain the duplicate items which are already written by main backup task and may require extra disk storage space. The extra storage requirement can be estimated based on the expected rate of delete operations. Since the delta files have unordered items, they cannot be populated into the skiplist using bottom-up build method. The time for recovery can be higher since it executes an additional delta recovery phase.
SAFE MEMORY RECLAMATION
The MVCC model for lock-free skiplist described in the earlier section facilitates to remove nodes from the skiplist belonging to a snapshot once they become unused. Removal of the node only involves unlinking the node from the skiplist. The freeing of the node cannot be performed immediately since there could be active threads such as iterators may be holding valid references to an unlinked node. While lock-free data structure provides high performance and scalability, the reclamation of removed nodes from the data structure becomes complex due to a number of threads independently accessing the nodes in the data structures concurrently without any synchronization. When a node is removed, we cannot free the node immediately since we do not know if a thread is still referencing the node [15, 11] . If we decide to reuse a node after unlinking from the lock-free data structure, it may lead to nasty bugs and incorrectness. Applications using garbage collected programming languages can usually avoid this concern since the language runtime takes care of safe reclamation. Reference counting every node is the simplest approach for solving this problem where blocking synchronization can be used and it is expensive. Our initial implementation depends on Golang's mark and sweep garbage collector for safe reclamation. But, testing showed unacceptable performance and lack of predictable memory usage. We describe a novel algorithm for safe memory reclamation for Nitro to overcome the limitations of language runtime based safe reclamation.
We implement a safe memory reclamation technique taking advantage of our MVCC system. We wanted an SMR system that performs very well without causing any performance degradation for Nitro. The algorithm builds on few simple ideas and assumptions. The safety conditions for Nitro reclamation are as follows:
1. Any thread accessing the lock-free skiplist is called an accessor.
2. If there are no accessors currently present in the skiplist for a node unlinked from the skiplist, it is safe to free the node.
3. If a node n is unlinked at a time, t0. Any accessors that came after t0 will not be able to access the node n or hold a reference to node n.
4. If there are k accessors in the skiplist after a node n is unlinked, from (3) we know that it is safe to free node n once k accessors finish their operation.
5. If x nodes are unlinked, it is safe to unlink these x nodes once all the accessors which were present in the skiplist during xth node unlink leave the skiplist.
We introduced few abstractions in our system for easy implementation of safe reclamation algorithm.
AccessBarrier: Nitro skiplist has a global data structure called AccessBarrier that controls access to the skiplist. Any thread requiring access to the skiplist needs to be passed through a gate which tracks the safety conditions for freeing nodes. Accessor needs to acquire an access token from the access barrier. Once the thread has finished operation on the skiplist, it has to release the access token. An access barrier holds a reference to barrier session object.
BarrierSession: Barrier session tracks the number of live accessors currently operating on the skiplist. AccessBarrier holds the latest barrier session. Barrier session object holds a 32 bit counter called liveCount, which is initialized to zero.
BarrierSessionClose: When a barrier session close is invoked, current barrier session is made immutable. No more accessor will be added to the current barrier session. AccessBarrier will initialize a new barrier session. A barrier session is said to be terminated when all the accessors in the barrier session finish the operation.
In this algorithm, the unit of safety period is a barrier session. All the live accessors of the skiplist are tracked in a barrier session. Whenever a skiplist delete or group of deletes are performed, current barrier session is closed and a new barrier session is started. The closed barrier is responsible for safe reclamation of deleted node(s). The closed barrier session has a record of all accessors belonging to that session. The right time to safely reclaim the node(s) is when all the accessors become dead. This makes sure that unlinked nodes will be invisible to any new accessors. The accessors in the barrier session can co-operatively detect and mark when each of them terminates. When the last accessor in a barrier session terminates, it can take the action to call the destructor for the node(s).
Accessor operation
When an accessor enters the skiplist, it acquires an access token which is a reference to barrier session held by the access barrier. As part of returning access token, liveCount is atomically incremented by 1. When the accessor leaves the skiplist, liveCount in the token is atomically decremented by 1. When a node removal or group of deletes are performed, BarrierSessionClose is initialized. BarrierSessionClose atomically swaps the access barrier's BarrierSession with a new empty session. Thus, any further incoming accessors would mark them in the new session. The old session becomes immutable and no new accessor would add itself to the closed session. There could be race conditions causing accessors to accidentally add them to the closed session soon after a session is closed. We have a detect and recover mechanism to unregister accessor by itself from the barrier session. We will describe the details in the next section.
BarrierSessionClose operation
After a node is removed from the skiplist, immediately barrier session close is initiated. As part of the session close, it notes down the list of nodes to be freed. We assume that a maximum number of accessors in a session is always less than MaxInt32/2. During session close, an offset MaxInt32/2 is atomically added to the liveCount of the current session. A liveCount greater than or equal to MaxInt32/2 indicates that the session is closed. Now, the current barrier session in the access barrier is swapped with a new barrier session. All the accessors accidentally entering the barrier session can detect if it is a closed session by checking the return value of atomic increment of liveCount to see if it is greater than MaxInt32/2. Otherwise, it will atomically decrement and retry to register them for the new session. Once all the accessors of the session finish operation, liveCount is decremented and finally it becomes MaxInt32/2. The last leaving accessor can execute the freeing of nodes, which were noted down during the barrier session close initialization.
Garbage collector integration
Every Nitro operation such as Insert, Delete and Iteration goes through the access barrier. We have dedicated SMR free worker threads equal to the number of garbage collection workers. The garbage collector processes the skiplist nodes removal in the batches of deadList from the snapshots. Each dead snapshot has a deadList. When a garbage collector worker finishes processing a dead snapshot, it initializes a barrier session close with snapshot's unlinked nodes list. Once the barrier session becomes terminated, it invokes session destructor by passing the deadList of nodes. The registered destructor hands off the deadList to one of the free workers. The free worker is responsible for executing node freeing for all the nodes in the received list.
Long running iterators
Index iterators can be running for a longer period of time since they are often used for large range queries or full dataset scan. For example, during snapshot backup to disks, an iterator is going to live for a long time. That means it will take a long time for a barrier session to get terminated. Unless they are terminated, nodes are not going to be freed and it can increase the memory usage by the indexer. We solve this problem by refreshing iterators periodically. When an iterator traverses a certain number of items, we close the current iterator and reopen the iterator from the offset node where it left off. This would make sure that iterator accessor is not holding a barrier session by preventing its termination for too long.
NITRO PERFORMANCE
The focus of our performance evaluation is to showcase the throughput scalability of Insert and Get operations.
Setup:
The performance tests have been conducted on a machine having Intel(R) Xeon(R) CPU E5-2650 v3 2.30GHz with 40 virtual cores and 128 GB of DRAM. We installed Debian Linux 7 on this node. We used randomly generated small keys of size 8 bytes to 128 bytes for the tests. The skiplist was populated with a total of 20 million items in each of the tests. We ran a test against a Nitro instance with varying number of insert workers. Each worker was responsible for populating an equal number of items. Fixed size keys were generated randomly by each of the workers. We repeated the experiment with different key sizes from 8 bytes to 128 bytes. In Figure 6 , we show that the insert throughput is linearly scalable with the number of cores used. We observed that the throughput per core remains approximately 100,000 items/sec. A maximum insertion throughput of 4 million inserts/sec was observed with 40 cores. Figure 7 shows a maximum throughput of 10 million lookups/sec with 40 cores and the lookup throughput scales linearly.
Experiment 3: In a real world workload, it is common to have both insert and lookup operations happening concurrently against a datastore. We ran a test to evaluate the effect of background inserts on the lookup throughput. The test was conducted with an equal number of insert and lookup workers operating on a 20M items skiplist. Figure 8 shows the pattern of throughput scaling for this test.
Experiment 4: Partitioning is a common approach to scale performance. If the throughput of a data structure does not scale with a single instance, multiple instances can be used and workload can be sharded between the instances. We evaluated whether Nitro shows any improvement in insertion throughput by varying the number of Nitro instances. The Figure 9 shows that the data structure does not require any partitioning to improve performance. Partitioned instances of Nitro delivers almost the same throughput as a single instance with 40 cores.
Memory requirements: The predictable memory requirements of Nitro storage engine makes it easier for applications to calculate memory usage. The approximate memory usage for an item inserted into the skiplist is 64 bytes + itemSize bytes. The memory used by the multiple live snapshots is (64 + AvgitemSize)*numberOfLiveSnapshots.
Observations: In all of the above throughput tests, Nitro saturated all 40 CPU cores. The CPU profiling shows that the CPU was mostly spent in atomic load and compareand-swap operations. Therefore, we are not able to saturate the available memory bandwidth.
COUCHBASE GSI OVERVIEW
Figure 10: GSI architecture
Couchbase is a high performance distributed NoSQL document database. Couchbase uses JSON as the document format and it supports creating secondary indexes on JSON fields. Couchbase leverages scale-out architecture and has the ability to independently scale different set of services on a separate group of server nodes. We call the document storage system of Couchbase as Data Service and index storage system as Index Service [1] .
The data service uniformly distributes the documents to many nodes by hashing on the primary key of the document in order to ensure that resource consumption is balanced throughout the cluster. For a local secondary index, it is impossible to scan a range of records/documents from the index using a secondary key without having to visit every single node in the cluster. Local secondary indexes are often designed to be updated synchronously during the primary key update. If there are a number of secondary indexes, it can eventually affect the throughput of the primary key update. To design a scale-out secondary index, the index needs to be partitioned independently from the primary key. Couchbase Global Secondary Index (GSI) is designed by considering these aspects.
The independent placing of indexes on a separate set of nodes introduces few challenges. The indexes are updated asynchronously with respect to the data services. The preferred deployment model for GSI indexes is to host many indexes on a single large node. This avoids the needs for contacting multiple index nodes for performing index scan. As index node receives document changes from many data services nodes and it has to maintain many indexes, the single index performance matters. If there are 5 data service nodes in the cluster, and each of the nodes receives documents at a rate x, the index node will receive documents at a rate 5x. A high-performance index storage engine is required to keep up with the high mutation rate. The documents are sent over to the index nodes via the network protocol called Database Change Protocol (DCP) [3] .
Index update operations
The GSI index engine needs to maintain two data structures for its operation. An index data structure and a lookup data structure. The index data structure stores the secondary key index and is used by index scans. The lookup data structure, called as reverse-map is a supporting data structure for index update operations. We will walk through the sequence of index engine operations to understand these data structures in detail.
Consider an example of secondary indexing on JSON documents. A document with a primary key, "employee-1" has a JSON body {"id": 1022, "city": "Bangalore", "title": "Software Engineer"}. If a secondary index is created on the field "city", an index scan can be performed by specifying a range on "city". For the above document, the city-index will have an entry {key: "Bangalore", primary: "employee-1"}. If the document is updated by changing the city from "Bangalore" to "MountainView", the corresponding city-index entry should be updated as {key:"MountainView", primary: "employee-1"}. That means we need to delete the previous index entry for the primary key, "employee-1" before inserting the new index entry. For that, we should be able to retrieve the previous secondary index entry for a given primary key. We maintain a reverse-map data structure for this purpose. It maps primary key to the current secondary index entry. The index update pipeline performs the following operations for every document. First, the reverse-map is queried to see if an entry exists. If it exists, we remove that entry from the index and an insert of new entry into the index is performed. Finally, the reverse-map data structure is updated with mapping to the new index entry.
The index engine periodically creates snapshots of the index for serving scan operation. A query can read items only using an index snapshot. The index snapshot interval affects the latency of consistent index queries since indexes are updated asynchronously with respect to the primary document.
Index service recovery
Documents in the Couchbase data service are hash partitioned into a fixed set of hash buckets. Document changes are processed sequentially for each hash bucket. Each document update is assigned an incrementing sequence number per hash bucket. The set of sequence numbers for all the buckets forms a vector clock. When the index update engine periodically creates index snapshots, this vector clock is stored as metadata of the snapshot. When an indexer crash occurs, a recently persisted index snapshot is recovered by using the underlying storage engine. The reverse-map data structure also needs to be recovered. The indexer reads the vector clock from the snapshot metadata and requests the data service to restart the mutation stream from the given vector clock. The data service is capable of restarting the document changes stream from the given sequence numbers for each hash bucket. When an index is created for the first time, it requests data service with a zero vector clock value.
NITRO INTEGRATION FOR GSI
In this section, we look at how we integrated Nitro into the GSI index engine for Memory Optimized Index (MOI). The primary goal of using Nitro for GSI was to make use of all the CPU cores and deliver index operations with high throughput with low latency. We had to make our index update pipeline tuned for concurrency to push maximum operations into Nitro. Using Nitro as the core index data structure also helps us significantly reduce storage requirement and CPU cycles required for maintaining the reversemap data structure.
Partitioning: If the index update throughput has to scale with a number of cores, we need to parallelize index updates operations and distribute load uniformly across each core. We used a partitioning approach for index update pipeline. Simple round-robin partitioning can break the sequential order of document updates and can cause the index to become inconsistent. For example, two operations {delete, docid} and {insert, docid, key} can arrive into the index update pipeline. If we decide to evenly distribute them among two concurrent worker threads, {delete, docid} and {insert, docid, key} operations can occur in any order. If the {insert, docid, key} operation was applied before {delete, docid}, this can lead to incorrectness. According to the correct order, a delete should occur before an insert. So, we need to ensure that ordering of document updates for a document primary key is always preserved. Out-oforder execution of operations for documents with different primary key will not cause such incorrectness as Couchbase operations are document scoped. We implemented partitioning using the CRC32 hash of the document primary key to ensure that the upstream mutation order is preserved.
Optimizations for reverse-map data structure: The index pipeline has concurrent index update worker threads equal to the number of cores. For index pipeline to be concurrent, both index data structure and reverse-map data structure should support thread-safe concurrent access. The straightforward solution is to use Nitro for the index as well as reverse-map data structure. A similar approach has been used in Couchbase 4.0 with regular indexes. We used the same B+Tree based storage engine for index and reversemap. The purpose of reverse-map data structure is to retrieve the current index entry corresponding to a primary key, so that the previous entry can be removed before inserting a new index entry. The reverse-map data structure is only used in the update pipeline and so it does not require snapshotting capability. As we have partitioned documents uniformly into index update worker threads, a document with the same primary key will uniquely map to one of the worker threads. This property helps to further optimize the reverse-map data structure. We can partition the reversemap so that each worker can keep a local reverse-map. This scheme also enforces sequential access to the reverse-map and prevent any concurrent access. This enables us to use a simple in-memory hash table for the reverse-map data structure.
Storage Optimization: We store the primary key to secondaryKey mapping in the reverse-map and {secondaryKey, primaryKey} in the index. They essentially store the same data in a different format leading to duplicating of data. The hash table implementation can be modified to avoid duplication of data and instead use a pointer to the corresponding skiplist node. Instead of storing key and value in the hash table, hash table keeps a 64-bit pointer to the skiplist node containing corresponding index item. A helper function can be used to extract key and value in the format required by reverse-map from the skiplist node pointer. This optimization reduces the memory required for maintaining an in-memory secondary index by approximately 50 percent. We use reverse-map data structure to obtain the current index key for removing it from index before any update. Once the index key is retrieved, we need to mark the skiplist node as deleted according to the MVCC model. Retrieving a skiplist node is an O(log(n)) operation. Since we have a direct indirection from the hash table to the skiplist node, we avoid the need for this O(log(n)) lookup operation. Marking the node as deleted is just an O(1) operation.
Durability: Durability of GSI indexes are important for recovering from any failures. Since the data service is independent of the index storage, any data loss in the index storage does not affect the data service. Indexes can recover from last known consistent index snapshot and request for additional document changes by providing the sequence number vector clock to the data service. As Nitro index data structures are completely maintained in the memory, any crash would require the index to be rebuilt from scratch by requesting the entire set of documents from the data service. Backing up the reverse-map data structure and index data structure to the disk periodically enables to recover more quickly from crashes and restarts. Since the reversemap data structure maintains the mapping from primary key to the skiplist node, reverse-map data structure can be concurrently rebuilt on-the-fly during Nitro index recovery. Hence, a backup for reverse-map is not required. This optimization significantly reduces the storage required for the index backup.
GSI PERFORMANCE
We evaluated the performance of Nitro based GSI Memory Optimized Indexes (MOI) and compared with the performance of our disk oriented Regular GSI indexes.
Setup: A Couchbase 4.5 cluster having 4 data service nodes and 1 index service node was used for the experiments. The experiments used machines having 32 virtual cores (Intel(R) Xeon(R) CPU E5-2630 v3 @ 2.40GHz) running Debian Linux 7. The data service nodes had a DRAM capacity of 64GB and index node with DRAM capacity of 128GB. All the machines use SSD for storage. The experiments used JSON documents with a primary key of the format doc-n, with a sequential number n and a secondary index field having a random string of 25 bytes in size. The index scan throughput was measured across the network from a different machine using cbindexperf tool packaged with the Couchbase server. The experiments were conducted against Memory Optimized Index (MOI) and Regular Index with 110GB of memory configured for its operation. The Regular Index would use the configured memory mainly for the block cache management.
Experiment 1: We loaded 20 million JSON documents into Couchbase cluster and created an index on it. For testing update and delete workload, we used 4 client machines against the cluster to drive a maximum update rate of 252,000 docs/sec and delete rate of 290,000 docs/sec. For the second lookup test, a background update workload of 65,000 docs/sec was generated to simulate a real world scenario. This test evaluates single index performance. The Figure 11 shows that the Memory Optimized Indexes (MOI) have approximately 50x better insertion throughput than Regular indexes. For create, update and delete workload, the clients could not saturate the indexer and hence the throughput is same as the rate of front-end load. An index scan is performed using a request-response GSI binary protocol over the network. Compared to the individual Nitro scan test, the GSI index scan throughput is lower. This is because of the additional work performed in index snapshot management, network protocol, and connection management in the GSI indexer. The high performance of MOI attributes to the in-memory oriented design for multicore scalability and the use of lock-free data structures. We loaded 33 million JSON documents into Couchbase cluster. We created 15 GSI indexes each having 33 million items (total of 500 million) to drive enough load into the indexer server. This experiment aims at measuring index server throughput. The Table-1 shows that a maximum insertion throughput of 1.65 million items/sec was achieved using Memory Optimized Indexes. This is an order of magnitude improvement compared to the throughput of regular indexes. Document update workload has half the throughput of the document create workload. This is due to the fact that an update translates to a delete and insert operation in the index update engine.
Experiment 3: We measured the time taken for index backup and recovery of GSI Memory Optimized Indexes. When this test was performed, there were no background index update or scan in progress. We conducted the experiment with indexes of size 100M, 200M, and 300M items. We observed that the MOI backup performance was limited 
CONCLUSION
In this paper, we presented the design of a high performance in-memory index storage engine. We discussed implementation details of lock-free skiplist, Nitro multi-version concurrency control model, garbage collection, backup and recovery, and the performance of Nitro operations. We also proposed a novel algorithm for safe memory reclamation of nodes in the lock-free skiplist. We discussed the design overview of Couchbase global secondary indexes and the details on the implementation of Memory Optimized Indexes using Nitro. Finally, we walked through the performance of Couchbase GSI Memory Optimized Indexes.
